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To understand the cyber threat to your business and to be able to take control of, and manage the level of risk, it’s essential that
you know where you are most vulnerable to attack.

UK businesses face hundreds of malicious attempts to break their cyber defences every day and nearly half of all UK firms have suffered
breaches or attacks in the last 12months.

However, research highlights that only a small number of the millions of threats each year go on to be exploited and result in damaging
attacks. Recognising which of these threats you need to prioritise is the biggest challenge, draining budgets, consuming resources and
potentially causing reputational and financial damage.

CYBER VULNERABILITY – SOME SIMPLE QUESTIONS
Each and every day your organisation is bombarded by cyber threats, over 600 a day according to the latest estimates. It is therefore 
essential your business understands precisely how and where you are most vulnerable. The simple questions below should help you 
identify whether your business is at risk from cyber threat. If you’re unable to answer any of the following questions, your business and 
its reputation may be under greater threat than you realise.

Do you know where all your key data is stored? - And how protected are your customers’ details?

What’s on your network? - And do you have visibility of every system?

Do you have an effective patching process? - And how do you decide what should be patched first?

Can you quickly assess systems affected by major vulnerability announcements? - And how do you prioritise your responses?

Do you know your overall exposure to cyber attacks? - And are you up-to-speed on detecting insider threats?

ITC’s Vulnerability Intelligence services will identify your overall exposure to cyber attacks and ascertain the dangers inherent in your 
network. Our first step is always to understand your business, learn about your current ITenvironment and your approach to cyber security.

In doing this, we can provide visibility of disparate systems and applications, identify your critical data, show you where you are most 
vulnerable and review the effectiveness of your current patching process. Ultimately, we’ll monitor all threats and let you know which 
should be prioritised.
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Integrate ITC Vulnerability Intelligence into your existing security infrastructure. Whether you’re looking for a new cyber security
solution, enhancing existing systems or establishing managed services, talk to us about how we can integrate and improve your cyber
defence and vulnerability intelligence.
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OUR PROVEN APPROACH TO 
VULNERABILITY INTELLIGENCE 
FOLLOWS A STRAIGHTFORWARD 
PROCESS THAT BREAKS INTO 
THREE STAGES.
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1)Visibility

This includes: a full asset capture through discovery scans; development of a asset 
model; complete visibility of infrastructure, systems and applications; regular 
scans of used and un-used address space; and proactive scans against major 
global outbreaks.

2) Prioritisation

This is risk-based and aligned to your business to provide actionable output, with 
straightforward reports and dashboards. It also provides performance trending 
and analysis, enabling us to highlight exploitable attack vectors.

3) Consistency

We ensure a repeatable, mature process and procedures, built to ISO20000:1 
standards, together with customised reporting, providing straightforward 
visualisation of your IT estate on a fully managed platform.
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ITC Secure is an advisory- led 

cyber security services 

provider and a Microsoft 

Solutions Partner with 

designations in Security, 

Modern Work, and 

Infrastructure.

The company has a 25+ year 

track record of delivering 

business-critical services to 

over 30 global blue-chip 

organisations, bringing 

together the best minds in 

security, a relentless focus on 

customer service, and 

advanced technological 

expertise to help businesses 

succeed.

With its integrated delivery 

model, 24x7 fully managed 

state-of-the-art Security 

Operations Centre, and 

customer-first mindset, ITC 

works as an extension of its 

customers’ teams to 

accelerate their cyber 

maturity –safeguarding their 

digital ecosystem, securing 

their business, and their 

reputation. 

ITC serves organisations from 

its locations in the UK and US 

with a world-class team of 

cyber consultants, technical 

designers, and cyber experts.

To learn more about ITC 

Secure, please visit

www.itcsecure.com or email 

us on 

enquiries@itcsecure.com
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